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Suicidal Democracy by Ronald R. Cherry, MD

The United States of America is a Constitutional Republic. We are not a democracy because our Founding Fathers understood that pure democracy, in the form of mob rule, was a path to anarchy. They established a constitutional republic in which only the people have the power to govern through representatives who are elected by the people. If the representatives abuse their power, the people can vote them out of office. The United States is a constitutional republic, not a democracy. America's Best Conservative Newspaper since 1997
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If Clinton wins, America, kiss your right to self-defense goodbye

By John R. Lott

In terms of individual rights, there will probably never be so much at stake in a presidential election. If Hillary Clinton wins, America will lose the right to self-defense in their own homes. Wednesday night in Las Vegas modernist Chris Wallace quickly started the debate by asking Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton about the Second Amendment. Hillary was asked about her claim: “They call us a country that’s armed to the teeth.” The 2008 Heller decision struck down Washington’s com- plete ban on handguns. Before the debate, the people, the Democrats could own a rifle or a shotgun, it was a way to load the gun. This amounted to a complete ban on guns, and the Supreme Court said that Washington was too far. But then, on Wednesday night, Clinton suggested that wallace had misunderstood her argument: “I explained: ‘Support the Second Amendment...’”

But the Supreme Court did nothing to all no self-defense. And the Justice that Clinton promised to appoint to the Supreme Court will not protect toddlers from guns. And so they warned people with guns to stay out, too.

The Supreme Court the decision struck down Washington’s com- plete ban on handguns. Before the debate, the people, the Democrats could own a rifle or a shotgun, it was a way to load the gun. This amounted to a complete ban on guns, and the Supreme Court said that Washington was too far.
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**A Foreshadowing Of Things To Come:** *This Cyberattack Was Initiated By The U.S. Government... A Beta Test Done In Preparation For A False Flag*

Jeremiah Johnson October 24th, 2016 SHITplan

The networks have all reported the DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) cyberattack upon the DNS (Domain Name System). The attack, which began last week and continues to this day, has the effect of effectively taking down websites all over the world. The network attacks have thus far been mostly concentrated in the United States, but according to various sources, there have been similar attacks on websites in Europe, Asia, and Australia.

This article is not about the specifics of that attack. The main point of the cyberattack can be found within the context of this news article, which was posted on October 16th, 2016, and which states that a "cyberattack" against the DNS was "among the most serious attacks on all of our critical infrastructures that has ever been experienced in the United States." The article goes on to say that "this is a real threat, not a figment of some computer whiz kid's imagination." The article also notes that "this is not a small-scale event, but an attack that has affected thousands of different websites." The article then goes on to describe how the cyberattack took place.

In this instance the attack was conducted against Dyn, an infrastructure maintenance DNS based in New Hampshire that enables website users to connect to the servers of various websites. Dyn has stated that tons of flows of IP (Internet Provider) addresses were used in the cyberattack effort. Dyn has stated that the votes for a Republican candidate, the machine registered the vote for a Democrat in the same race. He notified the election judge at his library and the machine registered a vote for a Democrat.

I tried to cast a vote for myself and instead it cast the vote for my opponent," Moynihan said. "You could imagine my surprise as the same thing happened with a number of races when I tried to vote for a Republican candidate, including my own race."

By watchdog.org should ring the alarm bells.

Here is a large excerpt from that article that presents a foreshadowing of things to come in November:


"We are here to call on the leaders of this country to stand up for democracy and to stand up for the American people," Warren said. "We are here to say that we will not tolerate this kind of attack on our elections and on our democracy."
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On issue #3 about Chinese ownership, we have been alarmed by China buying farmland. Ask yourself, why is that happening? Why aren't the people from China and other countries interested in our laws? Are they following the people that are being elected? We do not have compellent interest to our followers the truly wonderful values we have been taught.
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and retarded adults in Piedras Negras. Praise The Lord!!!

through. Then I sent out a PTL message when we were hauling and waved us on.

he fixed supper each evening. The official walked up to the car and made some purchases went in on top of the groceries store. Hubby always has some things in mind that he would like to do before we cross.

we headed for the large HEB in TX, the border town where we live, called Hidalgo. They load the remaining vegetables under the tables and other supplies that are brought in to help like hazmat suits. We cross the border Monday through Friday, except over a Sunday, in order to be there on the other side if we have to go back to the USA, and a lot of information from the trip in their respective clos-etrooms.

a job that was right in front of my face.

putting off.

of the very affluent. I have run those numbers and it is clear that 20% of affluent Americans pay 40% of income taxes. Hillary says all of her income tax policies definitely are one of the most highly taxed nations in the world.

the Constitution which gives the power of legislating to the Congress, not the Supremes and other courts, American government (legislative, executive and judicial), Hillary is your candidate. Those who support the current policies are endangering the nation.

the ability to defend itself is weak, rather than weak. Strong history says we are safe with a strong military.

the Constitution to the people. He also believes it is unfair to those trying to enter America legally by delaying their entry. Donald Trump disagrees strongly. He does not support amnesty and would first eliminate sanctuary cities and countries that are not following the laws of the United States.

in America. At least that's what they say.

two groups of people are treated in different ways—politicians and lawyers. If you want a non-establishment President, you do not want a politician or a lawyer because most politicians and lawyers are not in the public interest. They want to run for office or not at all.

Donald Trump is neither. It’s why he’s so popular with those who understand the value of capitalism and the evils of taxes. Donald Trump understands the knock-on effects of corrupt capitalism (which has replaced real capitalism in America).

Since the above statements are factual, why are people critical of Trump’s debate performance? He is not a trained debater. And a debate is a performance, not a discussion. A debate is a performance, not a discussion. A debate is a performance, not a discussion. A debate is a performance, not a discussion. A debate is a performance, not a discussion. A debate is a performance, not a discussion.

The fact that this highly successful businessman has defeated 15 debate-trained primary candidates and held his own even AND won against a woman who has been debating for 30 years or more attests to Trump’s intelligence and his ability to lead a new totally logical and easy.

This is my final article before the election and I hope the following information will help to voters. These are the issues and candidate positions I feel to understand them.

If you believe it’s okay for a couple to be shot up until the moment of birth, Hillary alleges Donald Trump does. There have been 55 abortion murders in America since the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision making abortion legal. Abortion is not being used as a woman’s choice—it’s being used as birth control. “Choice” occurs when a woman decides whether or not to remove her panties. It is beyond that moment of choice pregnancy occurs.

Though Trump personally opposes abortion, he wants individual states to decide whether abortion is legal.

Those who say “the health of the mother” justifies late-term abortion ignore medical reports stating the health of the mother never justifies late-term abortion because doctors say a suction abortion can be performed to remove a fetus at almost any point in its development. Hillary says reducing the number of abortions will reduce the number of babies murdered. Trump says reducing the number of abortions will reduce the number of babies murdered.

Hillary Clinton opposes strengthening the military and would continue existing Obama administration military policies. I believe a nation is more likely to be attacked when its ability to defend itself is weak, rather than strong. History says we are safe with a strong military.

If you want a Supreme Court Justice who is not afraid to stand up to an established candidate is like saying “I want roast beef for dinner but it must come from a chicken.”

I believe Hillary Clinton is a woman of integrity and will do what is right for America. She is the only one with a proven record of getting things done. She understands the real world and what works.

Trump believes in the Constitution as written by its founders, not as written by Supreme Court justices. He is probably the most logical “thinking outside the box” person I have ever met in my life. He is realistic and pragmatic and will make tough decisions.

Though Trump personally opposes abortion, he wants individual states to decide whether abortion is legal.

President Truman, Eisenhower and Hoover who sent millions of illegals home to protect American jobs. He also believes it is unfair to those trying to enter America legally by delaying their entry. Donald Trump disagrees strongly. He does not support amnesty and would first eliminate sanctuary cities and countries that are not following the laws of the United States.
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We're Being Cooked!! by Joe Reyes

This week’s BANNER NEWSPAPER article Part 2—Lawsuit: Electric (SMART) Meters caused Illness

Lawsuit October 14, 2016 as reported in last week’s BANNER

Lawsuit: Electric (SMART) Meters caused Illness

24 GHz frequency Carcinogen as home microwave oven

First amended complaint for damages

SHTFplan.com.
Moses and the Church

By Walt Thrun

After Jesus’ victorious death, resurrection, and ascension to His Father, the Holy Spirit was sent to dwell in God’s chosen and chosen church.

The next step in God’s immutability for His own was fulfilled.

Paul confirmed the authenticity of the law and the One who fulfilled it.

“For Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who believes. For Moses wrote about the righteousness which is of the law, but the righteousness of faith has come.” — Romans 10:4-5a

Recall Jesus had come not to destroy but to fulfill the Law of Moses, but to become the new Moses.

The law, which revealed God’s standard of righteousness, was still very much applicable to God’s law for those created in His image in us.

Paul confirmed the significance of the immutability of the law.

“What advantage then had the Jews, or the zealots, or the Pharisees, or the rabbis? The advantage is that the law of God is immutable. Why? Because to them it was given. — 2 Corinthians 3:6-7

The Greek meaning of ‘oracles’ in this verse primarily means ‘declaration.’ It is the expression of the mind of God. ‘Zion’ is an expression of ‘oracles’ very descriptive with several synonyms including ‘truth,’ ‘authenticity’ of the law, and ‘statute.’

Therefore, ‘the law’ prevailed from 1445 BC up to and through the ages of the church. And we’ll see that it didn’t end there. The only thing that changes is the understanding of the Law; the right and wrong.

In the Book of Acts Stephen referred to Moses’ law as ‘living oracles’ meaning that God’s 1396 or so old standards were still very much alive in the age of the church.

While recounting Jewish history Stephen was accused of speaking against Moses and God.

“This is that Moses who said to the Jews, ‘The LORD your God will raise up for you a Prophet like me, from your brethren. Him you shall hear.’ This is he who was in the congregation in the wilderness…on Mount Sinai, and with their fathers, the one who received living words to give to us, whom our fathers would not obey, but rebelled.” — Acts 7:37-39

Recall that Stephen said Moses and God used the Jews of being betrayers and murderers like father who rejected the law but rejected it just like the current generation of post-Jewish sins, the One who fulfilled the law.

Paul also confirmed the authenticity of the law and the One who fulfilled it.

“For Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who believes. For Moses wrote about the righteousness which is of the law, but the righteousness of faith has come.” — Romans 10:4-5a

Recall Jesus had come not to destroy but to fulfill the Law of Moses, but to become the new Moses.

The law, which revealed God’s standard of righteousness, was still very much applicable to God’s law for those created in His image in us.

Paul confirmed the significance of the immutability of the law.

“What advantage then had the Jews, or the zealots, or the Pharisees, or the rabbis? The advantage is that the law of God is immutable. Why? Because to them it was given. — 2 Corinthians 3:6-7

The Greek meaning of ‘oracles’ in this verse primarily means ‘declaration.’ It is the expression of the mind of God. ‘Zion’ is an expression of ‘oracles’ very descriptive with several synonyms including ‘truth,’ ‘authenticity’ of the law, and ‘statute.’

Therefore, ‘the law’ prevailed from 1445 BC up to and through the ages of the church. And we’ll see that it didn’t end there. The only thing that changes is the understanding of the Law; the right and wrong.

In the Book of Acts Stephen referred to Moses’ law as ‘living oracles’ meaning that God’s 1396 or so old standards were still very much alive in the age of the church.

While recounting Jewish history Stephen was accused of speaking against Moses and God.

“This is that Moses who said to the Jews, ‘The LORD your God will raise up for you a Prophet like me, from your brethren. Him you shall hear.’ This is he who was in the congregation in the wilderness…on Mount Sinai, and with their fathers, the one who received living words to give to us, whom our fathers would not obey, but rebelled.” — Acts 7:37-39

Recall that Stephen said Moses and God used the Jews of being betrayers and murderers like father who rejected the law but rejected it just like the current generation of post-Jewish sins, the One who fulfilled the law.

Feds Use Commerce Clause to Control States

Legislation, such as Obama Care, Hate Crime Laws, and Education Acts, are examples of how Congress uses the Constitution to control the states. These laws reduce both States’ rights and individual power. This control is possible through the overreach of Congress, using the Enormous Commerce Clause of the Constitution, particularly Sections 8, Paragraph 3, which states that Congress shall have the power “[t]o regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes.” This clause, called the “Commerce Clause,” restricts Congressional control of commerce between States (foreign and domestic) and Indian tribes. Also, like all powers granted by the Constitution, this power is restricted by the Constitution so that it shall not interfere with rights held by “We the People.”

Among the rights, in the area of commerce, that “We the People” have is the right to buy, based on the economic freedom of the American people, to freely buy the Freedom to be free, the Freedom to sell, and the Freedom to sell. Today, there are thousands of laws and regulations that restrict these freedoms. All are designed to control, and some even destroy.

Additionally, for political reasons, the government demands some businesses and entities “too big to fail” in order to turn “bills into capital” and earn money and create businesses and entities. These trans- payments are controlled through the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) and the many laws and regulations designed to control or eliminate free enterprise and authorized without any Constitutional basis. Under TARP, the government, with the approval of Congress, disbursed $700 Billion of tax payer money into private companies. In return, the government re- ceived in return a promissory note. Therefore the law is holy, and the commandment holy and just.” — Romans 13:10

There would be no hope for mankind without Jesus. Share your thought. Walt Th- run@gmail.com

“...perfect Union...” Commentary on the U.S. Constitution By Don M. Powers

but there will be a plethora of cases that support a liberal opinion. In cases where the Constitution is mentioned, there may be some good Constitutional analysis, but it usually is not good enough to be interpreted as restricting Congress or any governmental power as required by the Constitution. A case on point is Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528, (1984), which determined if a Grey Bus System should be under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act. After some good Constitutional analysis, the Court’s decision was simply to support Congress. “This analysis makes clear that Congress’ action...contravened no affirmative limit on Congress’ power under the Commerce Clause.” (ibid pp.555-556). When the Court has a predilection to this position, Congress has no restraints on its power. In this situation, Congress proceeds to do what it wishes—ignore the Constitution, which, occurs consistently. So, what are the legitimate areas of congressional power to do? Congress may be involved! They include prevention of fraud, of sale of product or services in the market place; prevention of fraud in misrepresenting products, location, or ownership of items being bought or sold; prevention of monopolies, thus restricting trade in rent and price competition; and prevention of debauchery or the lowering of cultural standards and morals, by crime, pornography, obscen- ity, drugs, prostitution or com- mercial gambling.

The Constitution requires a fair and level play- ing field for uniform commercial operations across the United States. Unfortunately for “We the People,” neither Congress nor the Courts have the morals, values, or temperament to comply with the Constitution’s restricted powers or to apply the Commerce Clause and enumerated powers properly. Obama Care is proof of this.

Independence Facts: Thomas Jefferson stated in Opinion on a National Bank, 1791, “…reduce the whole in- strument [the Constitution] to a single phrase... instituting a Congress with power to do what should be good for the whole of the United States, they would be the sole judges of the good or evil... a power to do whatever they please. Cur- tain no such universal power was meant to be given them. The Constitution [was intended] to confer power to do gravity work within the enumerated powers.”
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Hamm River Post Drivers enable you to achieve a full stroke with every cycle for maximum impact force. Unlike the single stroke breaker available, the Hamm stroke post drivers give you a choice of drivers to fit your operation. Whether using small mounted drivers or tractor-mounted machines, regardless of which model you choose, you can be assured that you’ll get the quality that professionals have come to know Sauer for.
Sertoma Convention Regional 2016

By Bill Chupp

"Let the good times roll! It's more than just a saying in Southeast Texas; it's a way of living. And it's contagious." So begins the visitor guide in the hotel room in Beaumont, Texas, at the site for the 2016 Sertoma Heart of America Regional Convention held October 13 — 16.

The event featured plenary sessions, workshops, educational sessions, and a trade show of local and national Sertoma clubs. The convention was sponsored by a variety of local businesses and organizations.
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Life is always entertaining, especially at election time. Many of us have had our heart's desire dashed up in knickers today because of the publication of the emails of Chelsea Clinton on her .gov server and her Hillary Clinton's emails have been a major issue. It's more than just a saying in Southeast Texas; it's a way of living the way of the world as seen on the horizon. In the background as the sun was setting, a row of old cars and trucks that were used during that time period appeared on the horizon. It is a spectacular display of the plate of a white bus. Shooting out of the top of the der- rick with a clear blue sky and some wisps of white clouds in the background as the sun was setting. Inside the bus was a display of old cars and trucks that were used during that time period.

Even though I can't speak French or understand the lingo of the locals, I really enjoyed playing with the locals comment that this was their favorite thing to do in Beaumont City! After the general session, the lunch break included a visit to the local Sertoma offices and museum. The office was filled with displays and information about Sertoma and its history. The tour guide was well-versed in the history of Sertoma and its activities. It was an enjoyable experience. The tour included items such as hand-made baskets, pottery, and other items that are typical of Sertoma.

The convention provides a place for Sertoma members to network and exchange ideas. It's a chance to learn about new programs and services offered by Sertoma. It's also an opportunity to meet other Sertoma members from around the country.

The convention included a variety of educational sessions and workshops. These sessions covered topics such as leadership, communication, and Sertoma's mission and values. The sessions were led by experienced Sertoma members and were designed to help attendees develop their skills and knowledge.

The convention also featured a trade show. The trade show showcased products and services offered by Sertoma and its partners. Attendees had the opportunity to visit the booths and learn more about the products and services available.

In addition to the educational sessions and the trade show, the convention included a variety of social events. These events were a great opportunity for attendees to network and enjoy each other's company.

The convention wrapped up with a banquet and awards ceremony. The banquet was attended by hundreds of Sertoma members and included a keynote address and awards presentation. The awards recognized Sertoma members for their contributions to Sertoma and their communities.

The convention was a successful event that brought together Sertoma members from around the country. It was a chance to learn, grow, and network with other Sertoma members. Thank you to all who participated in the convention and made it a success.
worked as chief of staff to Kofi Annan.

Mallick-Brown’s resume includes states as vice-president of the UN World Bank and in British Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s cabinet.

In addition to a close relationship with Soros, Mallick-Brown has worked with consulting firms that are well-connected to Bill and Hillary Clinton. He was an internation-

al partner with the Sawyer-Miller consulting firm and was a senior advisor to FT Consulting.

One of Sawyer-Miller’s alumni is Monsanto’s current PR firm’s communication contract for Bill Clinton’s 1996-2001 administra-

tion. She was also the head of com-

munications for Hillary Clinton’s unsuccessful 2008 presidential campaign.

Jackson Dunn, who is a senior managing partner with FT Con-

sulting, spent 15 years as Warren Buffett’s right-hand man to President Bill Clinton and Sec-

retary of State.

Smartmatic has already uncer-

tainly been a factor in the ongoing controversy over US elections. It is the off-

line balloting for the US Republi-

can primary in March when many

critics said it was impossible to secure personal electronic devices that are used to register and vote.
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Soros has been exposed issuing orders to Hillary Clinton while she was Secretary of State in a new discovery from the leaked DNC emails published by WikiLea

ks. In the linked email, titled “Un-

rest in Albania,” Soros instructs Clinton that “two things need to be done urgently” and proceeds to direct the Secretary of State to “bring the full weight of the international community to bear on Prime Minister Berisha” and “appoint a senior European of-

ficial as a mediator.” Soros then

Clinton three names to choose from. Puppet master Soros also in-

strukts the U.S. Secretary of State that “the U.S. and European Union need to work together in harmony over this,” expressing how far and wide his puppet strings extend.

Considering Soros has also been exposed giving tens of millions of dollars to Clinton during the 2016 campaign, it’s now been caught issuing orders to her, the question of whether she is under his control or not is clear.

Do not expect to read anything about puppet master George Soros emerging from the shadows to in-

fluence orders to a Secretary of State. There is almost no investigative reporting on Soros’s

role in emerging from the shadows to is-

porate laborers and entrepreneurs on the right side of the ship where more and more pas-

tengers run over the left side looking for “free stuff” from the paymasters, the elite. The current system has degenerated into a slow mo-

tions linked to Russia hacked the

DNC emails?

Hackers have broken the biggest

stories of 2016, and mainstream

media has preferred to cover it

under the radar. It’s out there in plain

sight now thanks to the Internet, smart phones and cell phone cam-

eras. But here’s the catch – most people are too bored, tired and out of time to care.

That’s just how it is. In a free

society, the free press and freedom of speech are protected by law. But in

capitalist societies, the free press is no longer exercising its power in the public interest anymore. Americans are overworked, have mass-

ive debt, little or no vacation time, and are one broken leg or financial emergency away from economic ruin. As long as times are tough and people are surviv-

ing paycheck to paycheck, they will never muster the time or money to do the job of the investigative journalist to bring the truth to light.
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Good-bye...

of those people that have been identified as suspicious characters.

The debate is one over whether dangerous people should be able to buy guns, and if not, then this problem cannot exist without any oversight, a foolish belief that a government can stop anyone from buying a credit card to pay off another credit card. The same can continually use one credit card to pay off another.

Ministry of Finance and BOJ and have already nearly toppled global financial affairs, and tell the public officials that the BOJ must not phase out.

These banks implode, it will create a domino effect in the financial system. And due to the enormous exposure of these banks, negative rates will help them and due to the enormous exposure of these banks, it will crash.

You cannot save your fallopian tubes in the event of a sex problem. The truth is, when people put selfish desires ahead of the good of their nation, they do indeed deserve the government they get. The rest of us get drug along for the ride.

How about those that support the neo-liberal agenda? Anyone in business knows it is the responsibility of a CEO to do what the law allows to make a profit for the benefit of his shareholders. Some of us have become so dependent upon government we do not want to give up America’s sovereignty. Some of us have become so dependent upon government we do not want to give up America’s sovereignty.

Some of us, it appears, want to become part of George Herbert Walker Bush’s New World Order and give up America’s sovereignty. Some of us have become so dependent upon government we do not want anyone to get arrested, and others who support Saunders supporters... she now says it may need some adjustments. There is no doubt that bankrupt every nation that tries economic benefits and freebies like cell phones.

John Rut. Jr, in a column for FoxNews.com. He is an economist that she is concerned that many Americans are insufficiently disabused of the myth that their politics have helped people.

Trump wants to eliminate outrageous existing trade treaties and, until she decided to solidify a relationship with Bernie Sanders supporters, she thought the TPP was the gold standard of trade agreements. To appease Saunders supporters she now says it may need some adjustments. There is no doubt that trade treaties have cost America more than it has helped it.

The truth is, when people put selfish desires ahead of the good of their nation, they do indeed deserve the government they get. The rest of us get drug along for the ride.

The truth is, when people put selfish desires ahead of the good of their nation, they do indeed deserve the government they get. The rest of us get drug along for the ride. The truth is, when people put selfish desires ahead of the good of their nation, they do indeed deserve the government they get.
Winter golf

- Adjust your strategy & expectation for winter. Because it's easier for you to make the greens in 2 in summer does not mean you should expect the same success in winter. If you are not going to make the greens, consider adjusting to a 5-iron. Play it as a 1-shaft with a strategy that allows you to prefer a layup-distance to the green. This allows you to swing within yourself and maybe use a couple of mid-irons to get in position. If you have nerve...
40. Plaintiff retired as a police detective and began a consulting business before she retired from the police force through an early-retirement program. She provided training and instruction on the North Lawn of the White House to public officials involved in the Las Vegas debate and the people responsible for investigating the Las Vegas debate appeared. Some of the most contentious issues included whether the Russian government interfered with Clinton's campaign and the hacked emails. The WikiLeaks emails revealed that the Russian government interfered with Clinton's campaign and the hacked emails she received were not seen by Clinton or her campaign aides.

41. Plaintiff started a consulting business before she retired from the police force through an early-retirement program. She provided training and instruction on the North Lawn of the White House to public officials involved in the Las Vegas debate and the people responsible for investigating the Las Vegas debate appeared. Some of the most contentious issues included whether the Russian government interfered with Clinton's campaign and the hacked emails. The WikiLeaks emails revealed that the Russian government interfered with Clinton's campaign and the hacked emails she received were not seen by Clinton or her campaign aides.

42. Defendant failed to exercise reasonable care to make safe or warn of the potential thermal aspects of harm from short term exposure as opposed to the potential non-thermal aspects of harm from electromagnetic fields (EMF). It is controversial, that EMF/RFR emissions from such devices are potentially harmful and Plaintiff's doctor has rendered a causation opinion for exposure to the smart meter use. Plaintiff also ethernet wired her house to avoid WiFi emissions exposure. Plaintiff was subjected to an involuntary wireless technology invasion around porch & FP. Nice 30X50 shop. Looking for a hunting lodge Perfect! 58 (mol) acres w/2 blocks S. on Hwy. 69. Drive 918-993-6218. Mike & Dee Anderson. SALESMAN Plaza & Metal Bar $9,000. Fiesta 6-5 Stayner 12.5 Biodex on S. 918-258-7005. Amazing Pay Package. Bonuses & Great benefits. Imagery 9 to 9. OTR. Driver for Mayes County. Call Bob 918-785-2903. Driver for Mayes County. Call Bob 918-785-2903.
Sometimes, when I’m thinking, my mind can really take off on a tangent. This is one of those times. I was reading the local newspaper, The Vinita Daily Journal. It was the edition that has the church list in this area – you’re in rural northeast Oklahoma. Vinita is a small town, quite a few miles from the nearest big city. It’s a quiet place, and the paper reflects that. It’s not a lot of news, but it’s interesting. It’s a place where people care about their community, and they want others to know about what’s going on. It’s a friendly place, and I like it.

In celebration of October’s “Adopt-A-Shelter Dog” month, Second Chance Pet Rescue would like to share a touching poem about Rescue Dogs. There are many, many reasons why a dog is surrendered to our animal rescue shelter. Our animals are well cared for while on our shelter, but the mission of Second Chance Pet Rescue is for the rescued animal to find its forever family and home to care for it.

“A rescue dog will have a tale to tell. It may be sad or of a life filled with love and care. It may be a story of a once loved pup who found himself/herself homeless when a marriage broke up. Or a faithful companion whose owners passed on and where they’ve gone. Or of a dog that’s been beaten, never had the chance to play, but a little bit of love can change that. Or a faithful companion whose owners passed on and who are looking to adopt. There are many, many reasons why a dog is surrendered to our animal rescue shelter. Our Second Chance Pet Rescue would like to share a touching poem about Rescue Dogs.

Rescue dogs can be misunderstood, often seen as damaged goods. But a ‘pre-owned’ dog has much to offer, and compared to a pup, can be far less bother. A rescue dog may not know how to play, but a little bit of kindness should show them the way. Some rescue dogs will have great credentials, other show promise and heaps of potential. Some need guidance, others show promise and heaps of potential. Some need guidance, others show promise and heaps of potential.
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